Infrastructure Planning Commission—Where to
Now?
Sir Michael Pitt
Introduction
There was discussion of the Infrastructure Planning Commission (IPC) at the 2009 Joint Planning Law
conference and several speakers focused on the new regime and the challenges it would face.1 The reasons
for the new legislation were well understood. The former system was considered by many to be too
fragmented, complex and time consuming, and was beginning to stand in the way of investment in vital
projects needed for essential public services. Also, there was an opportunity to design a fairer, simpler
and more open system of decision making which would encourage greater involvement of local communities
and reduce costs for all concerned.
The sequence of events is well known. The previous Government implemented a radical overhaul and
we should not be too surprised that such a fundamental review proved controversial. Even as the Planning
Act 2008 entered the statute books, opposition parties declared that the new regime needed greater
democratic involvement and the proposed IPC would be abolished. This was hardly the auspicious start
to the organisation many people were hoping for!
In reality, two bold steps forward are taking place. First, the Planning Act 2008 introduced National
Policy Statements (NPS) and major improvements to the consultation, application and examination
processes. Secondly, the Localism Bill will strengthen the roles of Parliament and Secretary of State, and
integrate the skills and expertise of the IPC with the Planning Inspectorate.
We are entering the second phase which calls for a further period of strong leadership and a willingness
to embrace change, taking forward the Coalition Government’s reforms and keeping many of the innovations
of the Planning Act 2008. If done carefully, we will end up with the best of all worlds and a modern 21st
century regime. I see every reason to be highly optimistic about the future of infrastructure planning in
this country.
This paper describes the setting up of the “faster and fairer” system for planning, the many lessons
learned so far and the progress made by a committed team of Commissioners and staff. It also speculates
on what may happen over the next 18 months, including the implications for promoters, local communities
and other interested parties.

The Planning Act 2008
Kate Barker’s review2 in 2006 described a new direction for national infrastructure planning. An alternative
streamlined regime was also recommended by Rod Eddington’s report to the government,3 to:
“deliver reform of the planning process…. by introducing a new Independent Planning Commission
to take decisions on projects of strategic importance.”
The Government responded by producing the Planning White Paper and the Planning Bill, which received
Royal Assent in 2008.
1

R. McCracken, “Infrastructure Planning Commission: Challenge or Opportunity?” J.P.L. 2009.
Barker Review of Land Use Planning. Final Report—Recommendations. See http://www.communities.gov.uk/documents/planningandbuilding/pdf
/154265.pdf [Accessed September 29, 2010].
3
The Eddington Transport Study. The case for action: Sir Rod Eddington’s advice to Government. See http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/shared/bsp/hi/pdfs
/01_12_06_eddingtonreport.pdf [Accessed September 29, 2010].
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The IPC was born and launched for business, providing pre-application advice from October 1, 2009,
and accepting applications from March 1, 2010. Significant differences of the new regime include:
•
•

•
•
•

The introduction of NPSs, with the potential to remove uncertainty and clarify government
policy by sector;
A new emphasis on pre-application engagement with local authorities and community groups
to ensure applicants of Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects (NSIPs) fully develop
their proposals before submission;
Obligations surrounding the preparation of application documents, including a fully drafted
Development Consent Order (DCO), to provide greater certainty about the proposed scheme;
An inquisitorial approach to examining the application to replace adversarial contest;
Statutory timescales, giving confidence to applicants and all interested parties.

All of this had to be explained to the wider world and an intensive national programme of speaking
engagements and discussions with organisations, including industry groups, local government, NGOs and
statutory agencies, took place. We were well received by everyone we met and there was a great willingness
to discuss the implications and prepare for change.

Wales… A special case
There are special provisions in the Planning Act 2008 applying only to Wales.
Arrangements for doing business in Wales have been developed with the Welsh Assembly Government
(WAG), Welsh Local Government Association and other statutory consultees.
A Memorandum of Understanding with WAG is being finalised and this will be reflected in an IPC
Advice Note in the autumn. We have appointed Welsh speaking Commissioners and staff and established
a Welsh language scheme to reflect the significant number of projects coming forward.

Values and commitments
Establishing values was a starting point for the creation of the IPC:
•

Independent, in our acceptance and examination of applications and in the decisions or
recommendations we make;
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•

•

Impartial, ensuring fair treatment to everyone with an interest in an application and that
Commissioners do not get involved in any application where they have a personal interest4;
and
Inclusive, in operating a process where everyone can have their say.

Out of these values came the five commitments announced at the IPC’s opening conference and now
enshrined in our guidance and ways of working:
Openness—Engagement—Sustainability—Independence—Consensus
So, for example, we do not have confidential discussions about infrastructure proposals with anyone or
any organisation. There are no private meetings, correspondence or papers and members of the public can
gain direct access to information on any application via the website.
Initially, this degree of openness was controversial. There were concerns about commercial confidentiality
and, understandably, promoters wanted to have direct control over the timing of information becoming
publicly available. On the other hand, openness is critical to retaining the trust of all parties, business has
adapted readily to the policy and it is entirely consistent with the coalition government’s emphasis on
transparency. This has also minimised the need for “freedom of information” requests.

Operating the regime
It is taking some time for applicants to take on board the extent and significance of the change. New
processes are affecting behaviour, with the pre-application stage extending over a longer period than
expected as applicants give more thought to consultation and data gathering on environmental impacts.
The overall programme is shown in Box 2 and the suite of IPC guidance and advice notes in Box 3.

Box 2: The IPC process

Box 3: IPC Advice and Guidance

4

See http://infrastructure.independent.gov.uk/?page_id=1538 [Accessed September 29, 2010].
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Communicating the process
A programme of events, known as “outreach”, is designed to proactively explain the process and the
various roles of the different organisations involved in the preparation and consideration of an application.
The timing and nature of outreach has been tailored to suit local circumstances: in some instances we may
hold a single event covering one application; or the event may be a regional one to cover several proposals.
A report to the July 2010 meeting of the IPC Board sets out the effectiveness, benefits and risks of
outreach.5 Two important lessons learnt from outreach activities were:
•
•

The importance of increasing everyone’s understanding of the IPC’s independence and
demonstrating that the IPC is not linked to any applicant or party.
The benefits of piggy-backing on existing community liaison groups in order to strengthen
local engagement.

Pre-application
The applicant’s approach to pre-application is of particular interest to the Commission. The process does
not favour short cuts or poor project management. A high standard of pre-application consultation must
take place and our advice and guidance in relation to s.55 reflects this, setting out the need for applicants
to have complied with the consultation and publicity requirements in the Planning Act 2008.
Although there is no set way as to how applicants should carry out their community consultation, there
must be effective engagement rather than a mere “tick-box” or passive exercise. Local authorities should
be closely involved at all times and can exercise considerable influence. Applicants are under a statutory
duty to take account of any relevant responses received to their pre-application consultation and publicity
(s.49 of the Planning Act 2008) and we expect this will be reflected in their Consultation Report submitted
with the application. Local authorities are able to give a view on the adequacy of such consultation and
the IPC takes all these matters into account when deciding whether or not to accept an application.
Acceptance is not a foregone conclusion.
Our experience to date and dialogue between applicants, local authorities and other interested parties
has uncovered concerns about the development, considering and discarding of alternatives. For example,
the IPC has acted as independent chair for meetings with applicants and other interested parties to encourage
everyone to gain a better understanding of the different points of view. Local communities are concerned
about how options are brought forward and evaluated.
Commissioners are appointed to individual projects at the pre-application phase in order to chair
meetings, review reports, give advice and support the secretariat. The benefits include greater pre-application
thoroughness, a sharing of knowledge and maximising the use of Commissioners’ time. Of course, a
Commissioner who advises at pre-application stage on a particular project cannot be involved in deciding
whether to accept the application or its subsequent examination.

Reaction of industry and others to pre-application
Feedback from applicants suggests that the pre-application process is highly demanding, leading to longer
pre-application periods than anticipated. Box 4 below illustrates the shift of project timing as the
pre-application period has extended to incorporate the necessary work to consult and produce a better
application and draft DCO.

5
See http://www.infrastructure.independent.gov.uk/?page_id=1511 [Accessed September 29, 2010]. Outreach Activity Report to IPC Board July
2010.
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The new process is testing boundaries and conventional thinking amongst applicants, statutory consultees
and local authorities. We are receiving feedback from communities with greater expectations, who want
to ensure that project objectives take into account the concerns of the community and that a wider range
of options are given detailed consideration before being discarded.

Box 4: IPC’s forecast for applications over time Forecast timetable in March 2010

Forecast timetable in July 2010

Screening and scoping
The Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 20096 (also known as
Infrastructure EIA Regulations) impose procedural requirements in relation to carrying out environmental
impact assessment for proposed NSIP schemes. Regulations enable a person to seek an opinion from the
IPC on whether the proposal is EIA development (screening) and the information to be included in the
environmental statement (scoping).
Professional debate is taking place in industry to understand what flexibility exists in the EIA and wider
development consent process. Discussions on “Rochdale envelopes” and the level of flexibility in the
Planning Act 2008 regime have been wide ranging. This is testing many applicants.
There are several considerations, such as ensuring that the right statutory consultees are consulted in
each case. Advice Note 3 gives advice on the “relevance” and “circumstances” tests as to which bodies
should be consulted and when. Early liaison with the IPC is essential to enable us to meet the very tight
deadlines involved.

Structuring the Development Consent Order (DCO)
There is only limited scope to amend an application scheme during the examination and determination
stages. In fact it is not possible to make material changes to an application—only non-material changes
can be made. This constraint is important, and ensures that the IPC considers the application efficiently,
and without undue delay that may arise from protracted negotiation or supplementary information (e.g.
delayed survey work). It is imperative that applicants focus attention on the pre-application stage in order
that schemes are in final form, or very near final form, prior to submission.

6

Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2009 (SI 2009/2263).
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What is included in a DCO?
A DCO removes the need for certain consents to be obtained, such as planning permission or those under
s.36 and s.37 of the Electricity Act 1989. The compulsory acquisition of land or rights over land can also
be authorised by a DCO.
The Planning Act 2008 provides choice for the applicant to seek other consents within the application
by incorporating relevant provisions in the draft DCO. For example, in the submission of an offshore wind
farm, applicants can decide whether to include a draft licence7 or whether to seek such a licence separately.
Here s.120 and s.150 apply offering the applicant the choice, subject to obtaining the consent of the relevant
body under s.1508 and as listed in the schedule to The Infrastructure Planning (Miscellaneous Prescribed
Provisions) Regulations 2010.9 There is a Wales-specific list of prescribed s.150 consents/ authorisations,
which may be covered by a DCO (rather than being dealt with by the normal decision making body) if
that body agrees.
Section 120 of the Planning Act 2008 provides that a DCO may impose “requirements” and these may
include requirements corresponding to conditions under the Town and Country Planning Act 1990. The
draft requirements should be included within the draft DCO for consideration by the IPC and the
Commission encourages applicants to consult appropriate bodies prior to submission.
Section 174 of the Planning Act 2008 amends the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 so that
development consent “obligations” (in effect s.106 obligations) can be entered into in connection with an
application for a DCO. Although the Commission does not have the power to enter into s.174 obligations,
and they do not form part of the DCO itself, such obligations are important as they will affect the overall
impact of a proposed development on a local area. In particular, such obligations can mitigate the impact
of a proposed development.
It is important that local authorities are able to take into account any development consent obligations
in their Local Impact Report (LIR) and therefore the earlier the obligations can be produced and agreed
the more robust such reports are likely to be.
Local Planning Authorities ( LPAs) will be responsible for enforcing non-compliance both in relation
to requirements and s.174 obligations. LPAs should be actively involved at the pre-application stage in
commenting on draft requirements and negotiating any s.174 obligations with applicants. Applicants
would be well advised to agree at least the “heads of terms” of any s.174 obligation(s) with the relevant
LPA before an application is submitted.

Associated development and ancillary matters
Section 115 of the Planning Act 2008 allows for matters that are “associated development” to be included
within a DCO. CLG Guidance on Associated Development gives examples specific to individual categories
of NSIP. A generic example of associated development might be access arrangements, such as the formation
of new or improved vehicular or pedestrian access.
In Wales “associated development” for which the IPC can grant consent is confined to the carrying out
or construction of surface works, boreholes and pipes associated with facilities for the storage of gas
underground in natural porous strata (s.115). The IPC cannot generally give consent for aspects of an
NSIP which could, in England, be treated as “associated development”. Any necessary consents for works
not integral to an NSIP must in Wales be obtained from the normal decision-making body.

7
Such as a Food and Environment Protection Act (FEPA) or Coastal Protection Act (CPA) licence (marine licence under the Marine and Coastal
Access Act 2009).
8
Sections 120 and 150 of Planning Act cover what can be included in an order granting development consent and the removal of consent requirements,
respectively.
9
The Infrastructure Planning (Miscellaneous Prescribed Provisions) Regulations 2010 (SI 2010/105).
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The Planning Act 2008 also makes provision for matters that are ancillary to development (s.120), and
sch.5 of the Planning Act 2008 sets out a list of examples.

Organisational factors
The organisation has been designed to minimise cost and adapt quickly to an uncertain and fluctuating
workload. This challenge has been made more pressing by the Coalition Government’s need for public
bodies to provide efficiency savings and the related freeze on recruitment. We received our first applications
(Maesgwyn and Rookery South) in early August 2010 and at the time of writing this paper there were 50
projects on the website, with many more in the pipeline (see Annex A). Once steady state has been reached
in about 12 to 18 months from now, there are likely to be about 100 projects under consideration at any
one time. The organisation will have to double in size to meet this demand and it is hoped that the majority
of the resources needed can come from transfers and secondments of appropriately qualified people from
the Planning Inspectorate and other parts of the civil service and public sector.
The Programme of Projects10 represents the potential for many billions of pounds of investment in
national infrastructure. These are important proposals, which will affect communities and individuals
right across the country. To date, the mix is reflecting a renaissance in the energy sector, which constitutes
over 75 per cent of our programme, see Box 5.

Box 5: Mix of Projects in IPC’s programme
The Planning Act 2008 established a maximum time of approximately nine months for the IPC to handle
an application from the preliminary meeting to decision/recommendation and this will apply to the most
complex and controversial proposals. Proactive work by the promoter, making good use of the
pre-application time and engaging constructively with consultees will shorten this time for some projects.
Information provided by promoters suggests a surge in applications over the winter (See Box 6 below).

Box 6: Future Work Planning
This box shows the overall number of applications that IPC will be managing to July 2011.
10

See http://infrastructure.independent.gov.uk/?page_id=1833 [Accessed September 29, 2010].
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IPC workload planning has forecast a rapid growth in work from Autumn 2010 onwards, with an
increase in the number of applications at examination stage from March to July 2011.
The Commissioners and Staff at the IPC are a productive blend of experience and enthusiasm. Typically,
the ten “Core” (salaried) Commissioners and 29 Registered Commissioners (who only receive payments
when under contract) have had substantial careers and held Board level appointments. They are experienced
professionals selected for their judgement and ability to interpret and evaluate vast amounts of complex
technical information. Our staff are well qualified and experienced, and have already impressed the wide
range of people we have been advising at the pre-application stage. We continue to grow and the
organisation is characterised by commitment and energy among all colleagues.
Commissioners undergo a programme of training and assessment before examining an application.
They are formally and individually appointed to cases at the acceptance and examination stages. The
choice of which Commissioner to appoint to an application requires great care taking account of:
•
•
•

Real or potential conflicts of interest;
Commissioner knowledge, experience and expertise; including any previous involvement
of the Commissioner in the proposal; and
Whether the application requires a single Commissioner or a panel of three or more
Commissioners to be appointed by the Chair (Planning Act 2008 s.61).

The regime’s future
Abolition of the IPC and other proposed changes will require primary legislation. It is expected that the
Localism Bill will have its first reading by late November 2010 and receive Royal Assent by autumn 2011.
Vesting day for the new, combined Major Infrastructure Planning Unit and Planning Inspectorate is
currently planned for April 2012 although this date will be brought forward if circumstances allow. In the
meanwhile the IPC will work closely with the Planning Inspectorate but continue to function as an
independent body under the Planning Act 2008.
The recent Ministerial Statement11 clarified how Commissioners will operate during the transition period.
During this period, if a designated NPS is in place, Commissioners will decide the application in accordance
with the provisions of the Planning Act 2008; otherwise the decision will remain with the Secretary of
State.
It is worth identifying the characteristics of the current system which (in my view) should be taken
forward into the future:
(Final decision making on individual applications will eventually transfer to the Secretary of State. The
remainder of this paper uses an alternative descriptor of “Appointed Person” to relate to the post-Localism
Act position.)

A managed process
Effectively, the IPC and, in due course, the Major Infrastructure Planning Unit will be acting as a national
planning authority for major projects, providing appropriate guidance and support for all parties from start
to finish. The process is detailed but every step along the way is carefully defined and colleagues will
continue to be on hand to provide help where needed. The Planning Act 2008 places responsibility on the
shoulders of Commissioners to determine the direction and form of examinations. This pivotal and highly
visible role for an Appointed Person should be retained.

11
Written Ministerial Statement June 29, 2010. See http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201011/cmhansrd/cm100629/wmstext/100629m0001
.htm#10062944000016 [Accessed September 29, 2010].
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Front loading
Applicants are getting used to the idea that most engagement with local authorities, consultees and other
interested parties takes place before the application is submitted. The decision to accept an application is
a formal part of the process and there is a duty on applicants to properly prepare the application documents
including the draft DCO and to consult adequately. As noted in this paper, this change appears to be having
a positive effect on the quality of engagement and applications under preparation. In the best examples,
applicants start at the earliest opportunity and begin consultation with an open mind. They put forward a
wide and meaningful range of options, listen hard to the representations made and are prepared, where
practical, to allow their proposals to adapt and evolve. The aim is a much higher degree of consensus,
with as many disagreements and concerns as possible being resolved at this stage when the nature of the
application and its associated works can be readily amended. Once an application has been accepted for
examination, the scope for making amendments is limited.

The inquisitorial process
A major challenge is the development of an inquisitorial approach, the framework for which is expressed
in ss.87, 88 and 90 of the Planning Act 2008, and explained in para.77 of the Examination Guidance. The
inquisitorial approach applies to the whole examination process: it includes the identification of the
principal issues, testing them at the Preliminary Meeting, developing them as lines of enquiry, applying
them as questions to written representations and the responses to them, defining the issues which need to
be examined in specific issue hearings and specifying points on which the Examining Authority (EA)
would like to hear from expert witnesses. The objective is a logical, timely and low-temperature exploration
of the issues in the case. We are working with the Judicial Studies Board on the development of the
approach.

Openness
The IPC has adopted a policy of openness in respect of its activities. No private meetings or confidential
papers on projects are permitted and advice given, correspondence and notes of meetings are published
on the website. Openness has been welcomed by many, including local authorities and objectors, who
need reassurance that they have access to all aspects of the application and examination process.

Conflicts of interest
One area for judicial challenge is the risk of a Commissioner (or Appointed Person) having an interest
which is regarded by the courts as being prejudicial. The scale of national infrastructure projects increases
the likelihood that an aggrieved party may take recourse to law and therefore the IPC has given the
possibility of conflict of interest a great deal of attention. On taking up their appointment, all Commissioners
are required to declare their interests, which are published on the website. Secondly, on appointment to
any stage of a particular application, each Commissioner is interviewed by the Director of Legal Services
to ensure that any potential conflicts are examined and avoided, whether real or perceived. This rigorous
assessment gives confidence to all concerned and should be retained.
The changes the coalition government has decided to make to the infrastructure planning regime should
not affect these key features. They do, however, provide opportunities for greater efficiency and other
improvements in the service provided by the new combined organisation created by the coming together
of IPC with PINS. We should not over-engineer structures and processes, and will work hard to forge a
new organisation able to work as flexibly as possible.
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Conclusions
The overriding objective is the public interest and creating a planning system for national infrastructure
which has the support of all concerned. Major projects, by their very nature, are likely to be controversial;
impacts are felt locally whilst benefits are distributed widely. Any system of decision making must be
fair, and seen to be fair, open and cost effective.
Experience to date is encouraging. Many major proposals are coming forward for consideration and
applications are now being received by the IPC. Applicants and interested bodies are engaging effectively
and feedback is entirely positive. There is still much to learn and we look forward to an exciting time
ahead.
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